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After completing the challenge for normal, you will then be able to challenge it again for Hard. This has recommended Level 125 Sync Pairs to use and comes with a few differences Every round you go through the Champion Stage, there is a special parameter. This gives a different result, but it doesn't depend on the trainer you're experiencing, so you can choose and choose
which Elite Four member to do to better plan around the Special Paramaters. The Champion has his own set of parameters. These range from increasing damage from special effects to reducing certain statistics. That changes every week. In Hard, if you've lost a Pokémon during a successful battle, you can't use it in any subsequent battles until you reset it at the beginning of
next week. In addition to history, there are other ways to level Sync Pairs, and even then you may not easily have the resources you need to advance and power your Pokémon. However, in the game menu, you will find training. Training courses are courses that you can do over and over again in order to get the items.. Following the change with version 1.12.0, the training
courses were restructured and new variants were added. These require the use of Stamina, or Skip Tickets if you complete the scene without losing a Pokémon. The greater the difficulty, the more durability is used. There are four different types of training courses: Level-Up Area - Offers Level-Up Manuals to level your pokémon cap unlock area - Offers items to unlock Level Caps
Sync Orb Area - Offers items for use in synchronization grids. Stadiums can only be played 10 times a day Evolution Material Area - Offers data on evolution. Stadiums can only be played 3 times a day. Pokémon Masters, known since August 2020 as Pokémon Masters EX, is a mobile game developed by Pokémon And DeNA. This game brings mobile games and main series
games together into a new element where you play as a trainer facing off against many Pokémon trainers such as Blue, Cynthia and more. The game provides 3 VS 3 battles where you team up with 2 other trainers against 3 trainers and your Pokémon can use a move or an item. The battles are in real time with special moves that are available as meter motion builds. This game
not only has you collected Pokémon, but it also has to collect Trainers. Each trainer has a pair of synchronization, a special Pokémon that work best with which he can help your team. Many have Sync Grids that further enhance strengths and strengths their own. There are also 6 Star EX Sync Pairs that still have strong Sync Moves The game has a history where you can go
through multiple chapters to earn badges and participate in the Pokémon Masters EX League in the unique area of Pasio faces off against various trainers and stop the evil Team Break from stealing other people's Pokémon. The game has many different events, including Story Events, Solo Events, Legendary Events &amp; Legendary Arena. The game has also introduced the
Champion Stadium, a function that he has to face off against the Elite Four and Champion in some tough battles and the Villa Battle has to go through various halls using objects to heal in order to get to the end. iOS iOS 11 or later 64-bit processor system requirements required Recommended 2GB of Android 5.0 RAM or later (recommended Android 7.0 or later) 64-bit processor
required Recommended 2GB of RAM If the Sync Pair has a Pokémon capable of evolution then you will eventually unlock a Sync Pair Story where you can evolve them. Unlike other sync stories, these sync stories require you to fight an opponent. However, the battle is not a 3 VS 3 battle, but rather a simple 1 VS 1 similar to the standard Pokémon Battles in the main series of
games. After completion, Sync Pair Story can be repeated, but with Pokémon being the current form of evolution rather than pokémon that was going to evolve during it. These stories cost Evolution Shards or Evolution Crystals to do, but if the goal fails you will get the item returned to you. In addition to collecting Pokémon in this game, you can also collect Trainers to create a
Dream Team 3 Trainers to take over the Pokémon Masters EX League within Pasio. Each trainer has his own Sync Pair, a specific Pokémon with which they can also activate sync moves the trainers can also acquire special clothes known as Synga Outfits. These clothes will change the Pokémon that is part of their Sync Pair. Each instructor has a defined potential. The potential
determines their statistics, as well as the maximum level they can reach. This can be enhanced using elements that allow all instructors to reach 5 stars and level 120. Each synchronization pair also has a special role. These show how the pair will be commonly used as well as their focusStrike - Focus on Attack/ Special Attack with Lower HPSupport - Increased HP and moves
that enhance their PartnersTech - Pokémon that usually hit State Anchors At launch there will be 65 characters, but more will be added after release. These trainers are usually taken within the game, but can be taken at Gems' expense to go on scouting missions. If you receive the same instructor twice, boosts their sync motion If you want to search from Rareness base, use the
navigation anchors below Finally, if you want to sort by stat, follow the icons below. In this game, you play as a new coach who enters the Pasio area to participate in the Pokémon Master League. In this way, you work with brock and misty synchronization pairs and go through the area, more friends with other sync pairs and battling the evil Team Break. The story, while linear,
takes place in many chapters, with chapters added to game updates over time. Each chapter consists of several small components. Some are just story cutscenes, while others feature battles with general trainers and others even Boss Battles against Powerful Sync Pairs. You often synchronize with new synchronization pairs when you go through it. Each element of each chapter
can be as many times as you want to get more rewards, however many of them only have First Time Rewards that will only be available the first time you play. Lucky Skills is a new feature introduced in the game in version 1.7 and is additional passive skills that you can get. To get them, you need to use a myriad of different items found in Villa Battle. Lucky Skills are determined
based on the component you use to enable it. Lucky Scrolls can choose any of them, while different cookies can provide a variety of focused Passive Skills: Crunchy Cookies give you thar skills increase statistically Creamy cookies give you skills that protect against Stat Reduction Effects Crispy Cookies give you a skill that protects against Chewy Cookies status conditions give
you a random skill that protects against a formula. Skills are selected randomly and can be rewritten at any time. While most Pokémon games you have to collect Pokémon, your Pokémon Masters EX has collected Trainers. However, each trainer uses a specific Pokémon as part of a synchronization pair. Nevertheless, many will still wish to use their favorites. This page is to list all
Pokémon available in Pokémon Masters EX. While some Rival Pokémon can be found outside this list, the list below is one of the Pokémon that are only available for use in your Teams. Pokémon eggs were introduced in version 1.9.0 of Pokémon Masters EX. These provide new Sync Pair formations of various Pokémon, but require a few different elements to run. When you are
given the egg, you need to hatch it before you can take Pokémon. You will receive eggs randomly by hitting battles with higher stages of difficulty giving more chance to eggs. At first you can only keep 4 eggs and 1 hatchery, but you can buy an extra permanent hatchery and a third for a limited time. These can only be purchased with paid gems. Egg Star RatingStageRate
3☆Supercurse - Super Hard24% 3☆Supercurse - Very Hard21% 3☆Superchorse - Hard18% 3☆Supercurse - Normal15% 3☆Battle Villa (Co-Op)1% 3☆EX Challenge (Co-Op)1% 3☆Main Story (Co-Op)1% 2☆Main Story3% 1☆Main Story2% 2☆Training Courses3% 1☆Training Courses2% An egg will require 6, 8 or 12 hours and 3 battles to hatch. Once hatched, you can keep
them in day care and can choose whether or not to make them a timing couple. If you do, they'll join your team. If you don't, then you can get egg tickets that can be exchanged for items to enhance your affinity, like most games, there are myriad items that you can Most of them are taken in Item Exchange, where you exchange coins and smaller items for objects, others will be
added as special rewards for completing Sync Stories and Events. You can also get some items by talking to people in the Pokémon center. On the Object Exchange, you can also exchange items such as Pearls for coins. 1 Pearl is 1000 Coins and 1 Gold Pearl is 3000 Coins. These agreements systematically change
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